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Abstract 
It  is common belief that the lntegrated Services architec- 
ture (IntServ) is not scalable to large networks as, e.g. the 
global Internet. This is due to the ambitious goal of provid- 
ing per-fln~v QoS and the resulting complexity of fine- 
grained traffic management. One solution to this pmblem is 
the aggregation of IntServ traffic flows in the eore of the 
netwnrk. While one might suspect that aggregation leads to 
allocating mnre resources for the aggregated flow than for 
the sum of the separated flows if flow isolation shall he 
guaranteed, we show in this paper that  for IntServ's Guar- 
anteed Service flows this is not necessarily the case even if 
flow isolation is retained. We compare different approaches 
to descrihe the aggregated traffic and analyze their impact 
on bandwidth consumption and ease of flow management. 
Applications of these theoretical insights could be to use the 
derived formulas for resource allocation in either a hierar- 
chieal RSVWIntServ, IntServ over DiffServ (Differentiated 
Services), o r  IntServ over ATM net~vork. 

Keywords: Integrated Services, Aggregation, Guaranteed Ser- 
vicc, Network Calculus. 

1 Introduction 
The provision of integratcd services over a shared infrastruc- 
ture is often seen as the "holy grail" of networking. 11 would 
allow to save resources on a large scale and be more flexible 
when the total trafic distrihution \wies as it, e.g., seems to do 
right now. The IETF therefore developed the so-called Internct 
lntegrated Services architecture which proposes a sct of service 
classes (IntServ) and a resource reservation protocol (RSVP) to 
"signal" users' requirements with respect to service classes and 
their Parameters (see [WC97] for an overview). This architec- 
Lure is designed very general (though sometimes also consid- 
ered complex), so that all sorrs of applications shall be able to 
benefit from the QoS offered by the network. However, due to 
the provision of QoS on the level of application flows it is con- 
sidered not to he scalable to large networks like the Internet. 
The scalahility problem is mainly due to the potentially large 
numher of flows in the core of the network and the correspond- 
ing complexity of classifying and scheduling these flows at 
inferior nodes. 

So, one ohvious approach to this prohlem is the aggregation 
of IntServ flows in thc corc of the network, so that interior rout- 
ers only need to exeri their traffic managemenr on aggregated 
flows. Tbis approach has a dynamic and a static aspect. The 
dynamic aspect is how the routers can coordinate themselves to 
allow for the aggregation and segregation of flows. Here an 
extension of RSVP is necessary (as e.g. described in [GBH97], 
1BV981, or [TKWZ99]). The static aspect refers on thc <ine 

hand to the necessary resource allocations for an aggregated 
flow and on the other hand t« rhe question of which flows 
should be grouped together. 

In this paper, we look at the static aspect of aggregation for 
the specihc case of IntServ's Cuaranteed Service flows. We 
regard the Guaranteed Service class as particularly interesting 
due to its comparably strong guarantees on rate, delay and loss. 
Furthermore, due to its mathematical description it allows for 
an exact analysis with regard to the problem of resource alloca- 
tion for aggregated flows. 

1.1 Assumptions and Terminology 

The part of the network that only "sees" aggregated Hows will 
further on be called "aggregation region". Flows that shall be 
aggregated must share the same path over the aggregation 
region. We iherefore constrain on unicast flows, since multicast 
flows are unlikely to share the same partial multicast tree over 
the aggregation region. However, if thcy did, e.g. hecause the 
partial multicast hee 1s the Same tandem of nodes through the 
aggregation region, the results derived below would still apply. 
Note that anyway unicast flows are considered to he more 
"evil" with respect io scalability since they are expected tobe  
much more numerous rhan multicast flows. 

An important distinction for the line of argument of our 
paper is how we use the terms agglgritiori and groupirlg of 
flows By aggregation we mean the general problem of merging 
different flows over an aggregation region inside the network. 
By grouping oTflows we refer to the restricted problem of the 
whole network being rhe aggregation region, i.e. flows are 
aggrcgated end-to-end. So, in our terminology grouping is a 
special case of aggregation. 

1.2 Outline 

In the next section we givr abrief review of the semantics and 
basic mathematical background of the IETF's Guaranteed Ser- 
vice class. Then we derive some fundamental formulas for the 
prohlem of grouping flows as defined above. Here we first 
quantify the effecr of grouping flows onto resource allocation. 
Nexi we suggest a way to characterize the grouped flow which 
allows for more eficient resource utilization, followed by some 
numerical examples to illustrate these results. The results for 
flow grouping are then applied to the more general problem of 
aggregating flows. To do so we introduce a conceptual rnodel 
of the aggregation problem and show what has to be done to 
make it conform to the prerequisites of flow grouping. After 
giving again some numerical examples on the trade-offs for the 
resource allocation inside and outside of the aggregation 
region, we briefly discuss some of the issues when applying the 
results on concrete candidates for thr aggregation region. like 
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an IntServ, DiffServ. or ATiM cloud. Before concluding the 
papcr. we also give an overview of related work. 

2 The IETF Guaranteed Service Class 
Cuaranteed Service (CS) as specified in [SPC971 provides an 
assured level of bandwidth, a firm end-to-end delay bound and 
no qucuing loss for data Rows that conforin to a givcn iraffic 
specification (TSpec). The TSpec, which is essentially a double 
token bucket, i . e  two token buckets in series, is characterized 
hy the following Parameters: 

the token bucket ratc r (in bytesls), 
the token bucket depth h (in bytes), 
the peak rate p (in bytesls), 
the maximum packet size M (in bytes). and 
the minimum policed unit in (in bytes).' 

Due to its mathematically provable hounds on end-to-end 
queuing delay we consider CS  to be of high importance for 
time-ciitical applications as, e.g., in the domain of telemedi- 
cine. 

The mathematics of CS arc originally based on the work of 
Cruz [Cr11951 (iefined by otheis, see 2.g. [Bou98]) on arrivnl 
and service curves. In case of the lntServ speciiications the 
arrival curve corresponding to the TSpec(l;b,p,M) is 
u ( r )  = rn in iM+pi .  h + i t )  (1) 

whereas the service curve for GS is 

i ( i )  = R i i -  V)' (2) 

wheie V = $ + D  and R is the servicc rate. 

assuming that the stability cnndition n z r  holds. Here, the C 
and D terms represent the rate-dependent respectively rate-in- 
dependent deviations of a packet-based scheduler from thc per- 
fect fluid model as intrnduced hy ([PG91], [PC94]). 

While the TSpec is a double token bucket it is sometimes 
more intuitive to regaid the mathematical derivaiions for a sim- 
ple tokcn buckct tb=(t;h) (which is equivalent to assuming an 
infinite peak rate). In this simplified case we obtain for the end- 
to-end delay hound 

d„, = ! + C + D  
R R (3) 

WhiIe for the niore complex TSpec as arrival curve i t  applies 
that 

( h - M ) l p R l + M + C + D  , , 2 R 2 r  d„, = -- 
R ( P  -,I R 

R > ~ l r  d.", = Y + D  
(4) 

From the perspective of the receiver desiring a maximum queu- 
ing deIay d„, the rate R (in byteds) that has to be reserved at 
the routers on the path from ttie sender follows directly frnm 
(3) and (4): 

for the simple token bucket rh(r;h) 
h + C  R = -- 

d",",-D 
(5) 

for the complcte TSpec(r;b,p,M) 

, For our discuss~ons we 'an omit rhis parurneier of the TSper fur- 
thcr 0". 

While the buffer to guarantce a lossless scrvice for thc singlc 
tokcn bucket is simply b, the buffer formula for the TSpec's 
double tokcn hucket is mure complicatcd: 

To illustrate the meaning of the C and D teims we refer to theii 
values in case of a PCPS (Packetised General Processor Sbar- 
ing) scheduler IPG931, becaure they also apply to many other 
scheduling algoiithms [Zha95] 

where M is the maximum packet size of the flow, M '  is the 
MTU and C is the speed of the link. In real rourers, there are 
potcntially many other contributions ro these error terms as, 
e.g., link layer overhead for segmentation and reassenibly in 
the case of ATM or token rotation times for FDDI or token 
ring. 
There are two ielated problenis with GS: 

I .  It may not be scalable enough to be used in the backbone 
of the Intcinet since no ag~rrgation niechanisms were pro- 
vided (due to the stipulalirin of per-flow QoS and flow iso- 
laIi<in). Thus, the numher of queues is proportional to the 
number of flows. 

2. It wastes a lot of resources. cspecially for "low bandwidth, 
short delay0-type of flows. As an example consider a data 
flow with TSpec=(1000, 2000, 2000. 1500). let us assume 
5 hops (all with MTU=9188 hytrs and link speed c=155 
Mb/s) all doing PCPS. Then we have C=75110 bytes, 
D=2.371 ms. Let us further assume the receiver desires a 
maxirnum queueing delay of d„=50 ms. Then we obtain 
from the fomiulas given above that R=IY1489 b)'res=95*p 
and B=1578 byres. 

By nggregatinglgroupin GS flows we address hoth problems, 
because less state has to be mariaged by routers and the result- 
ing aggregated Rows are of higher handwidth. 

3 The Mathematics of Flow Grouping 

In rhis section we derive some tundaniental fomiulas about 
flow grouping. We show how grouping of Rows can savc 
resources when compared to isolated flows. 

3.1 Grouping Gains from Sharing Error Terms 

For the grouping of flows we need a concept of how to charac- 
terize the traffic of the grouped flow. In RFC 2212, the sum 
over I! TSpecs is deiined as 



.. In RFC 22 16 [SW97], which gives the general requirenients for 
specifying service classes, the summation of TSpecs is 
described as followi: 

This function computes an invocation request whch 
represents the sum of N Input invocation requests. Typi- 
cally this function is used to compute ihe size of a scr- 
vicc rcquest adequate for a shared reservation for N 
different flows. I t  is desirable but not required that this 
function compute the "least possible sum". 

So, as a starting point we use the "summed TSpec" as amval 
curve for the grouped flow. We Want to compare the rates for 
grouped flows with the sum of the rates of the isolated flows. 

Let us start by looking at the simplified model of using single 
token buckets for the characterization of the isolated flr~ws: 

Let S be a set of n receivers with tb,=(ri,bi) and d,,,,,, , then the 
rate foi- the isolated system of these 11 flows is 

while for the grouped system of these n flows, with the sum of 
single token buckets defined analog to (9). it is 

Now let us define the difference between the isolated and the 
grouped system with respeci to the allocated accumulated ser- 
vice rate over flows I to n as "Grouping Efficiency" (GE), i.e.: 

G E l S J  = H ' ( s )  R'(s) (12) 

Thus, we can state the pi-oblem of which flows to group 
together as: 
F«r a set of n reservations (ib,=(r,bi) or TSpec(ri,bi,pi,M,) and 

d„ ,„ J ,  find a partition R= [R, ...., R,.j 

such that U E ( R , )  and k are minimized 
,= ,  

It can be easily seen from (I I )  that it is advantageous if those 
flows to be grouped together have equal or at least similar delay 
requirements. Thus, we can order the flows by tbeir delay 
requirements and restrict the search to the space of ordered par- 
titions for the optimal flow to group assignment since ii can be 
pi-oven that the optimum rnust be an ordered partition: 

Theorem: Let S=/ l ,  ..., I?/ be a set of reservations (rbi=(r,,bi) 

arid d,n,,i), i=l ,  ..., n. Then the rate-optimal partition is ordered 
after d „ ,  . Heie. the rate of a partition P=  [PI ,..., P,.j is de- 

fined as R ( P I  = ~ R ( P , ) .  
/ = I  

Proof: Assume P=  [P ,,...,Pd is rate-optimal, but unordered, 

i.e. we have at least two reseivations h, I E [I, ..., 11) with h>l 
and h~ P,, ,!E P,. where u<v (we assume the P; to be ordered as- 
cendingly in d„„;). 

Then for Q=P\(P,uP,) U (P,VIiJ) U (P,u[h)) we obtain 

where the inequality holds due to the proposition that u<v. This 
however is a contradiction io the assumption that P is rate-opti- 
mal and thus the theorem holds. 0 

From now on let us suppose that there are enough flows to 
assume that those flows grouped togethei- have rqrtril delay. For 
11 such delay-homogeneous tlows we obtain the following for 
the simplified model: 

X b , + c  
" h + C  , = ,  G E ( S )  = X i - -  = - f " ' ) C > ~  where d,,,„, . d ,,,,,, ~ ~ ( 1 4 )  

,;,,J „, - D  d .„ , -D  ,J „„ - D  

That means we obtain gains independent of the reserved rate 
for delay-homogeneous flows, i.e. these gains are relatively 
highest if the single flows have low bandwidth requirements. It 
can also be seen that GE increases with 17, C and D and 
decreases with d„. To illustrate how large the grouping gnins 
can be, let us look at an example: 

We assume again 5 hops in the aggregation region, all using 
PGPS as a service discipline, with an MTU=9188 bytes and 
c=155 Mb/s. We have 10 flows with M=500 B, and d„=50 
ms i'or all of them. Then we obtain: GE(S)=3.7 Mb/s, irrespec- 
tive of the actual token buckets of the flows. 

This effect of snving resources due to grouping of flows is a 
result of "sharing the error terms" for the group of flows, while 
for the isolated flows these error terms must be accounted for 
separately. Therefore we call this concept "Pay scheduling 
errors only once" in analogy to the "Pay bursts only once" prin- 
ciple. 
For the actual IntServ model with double ioken bucket TSpecs 
we obtain a more complex foimula for the grouping efficiency 
of n arbitrary flows (arbitrary with respect to partial delay, and 
TSpec pararneters), where we use the sumrned TSpec as arrival 
curve for the grouped flow: 

T h , - , , ~ < > x ( M , i  

The first term represents R'(s) and the second R'(s), both for 
the "usual" case that the reserved rate R is smaller than the 
peak rate of the corresponding flow. While it 1s still true that 
equal delay requirements of the grouped flows arc favorable for 
gaining i-esources by grouping. they are no longer a sufficient 
condition to actually achieve a gain. However, for delay-homo- 
geneous flows with the same TSpec (TSpec-homogeneous 
flows) it can be shown that always GE>O under weak condi- 
Lions: 

Theorem: For a set S of 1 0 1  delay- and TSpec-homogeneous 
flows GE>O if C>Mr/(p-r). [a very weak condition taking into 
account that for many schedulers M 1s the rate-dependent error 
reim and that there may be other rate-dependent deviations] 

Proof: We have to distinguish two cases for isolared flows: 
R>p ( I )  or R<p (2). Analogously, there are two cases for the 
grouped flow: R>np (3) and R<np (4). The only possible com- 



hinations are (l)+(3), (1)+(4) and (2)+(3). (2)+(4j is irnpossiblc 
as can he vciiiied easily. 
"(1)+(3y': 

Las assurned). 
"(1)+(4)": 
 GE(^) = R ' ( s ) . H " : s I z , ~ ~ R " ( . s J > o  . si~ilply as a result of condi- 
tiilns ( I )  and (J). 
"(2)+(3)": 

which irnplies that G E ( S )  r o  a C > ML A.  > I . 0 
P-' 

For TSpec-heterogeneous flows the summed TSpec may incur 
a higher rate because it overesiimates the arrival curve for the 
group of flows. How to circumvent this effect will be discussed 
in the next section. 

Anyway, GE can he uscd as a hini towards the decision 
whether a set of flows should be grouped together respectively 
whether a new flow should he added to an existing group of 
flows, sirnply by the fact wheiher GE>O or < U .  

3.2 Tight Arrival Curves for Grouped GS Flows 

We have shown in the previous scction how grouping of flows 
can reduce resource requirements. However, the flows hod to 
be homogeneous with rrspect io their TSpec and their delay 
requirernents to achieve U guaranteed reduction. Taking into 
account that additionally the flows have to shore the sarne path 
through the aggrgation region, these can he very restricting 
prerequisites ro the grouping of fl«ws. Therefore. we now try to 
relax the First prerequisite of TSpec-homogeneity by using a 
righter arrival curve than the summed TSpec for rhe character- 
ization of the grouped flow. 

Suirimail T.Sy>..c 

T,,,,c 

Figure I: Sumrned vs. Cascaded TSpecs. 

Instead of the summed TSpec we use a series of token buckets 
which can be shown to be an arrival curve for the grouped flow 
and which allow for lower resource reservation for the grouped 

flow when cornpaied to the surnrned TSpec as aiiival cuive. Wc '. 

call this arrival curvc "cascaded TSpec". 
This discussion is illustrated by the sirnplc cxarnple in Fig- 

uie 1. Herc we have two flows with differing TSpecs. It can be : 
seen that by using the summed Tspec we may give away some 
bandwidth we "know" of that it will nevei be used. Therefoic, 
we would like tu use the exact sum of the arrival curves, the 
cascaded TSpec. 

Let us now take a rnoie formal look at the problem. In general 
the tight arrival curve tuc(t) for n TSpecs has the following 
form 

h , M ,  
where xi, the burst duration fcii Row j, is defined ns: ,, = - 

I> ,  - ', 
and M=max(M, ,.... M,,). 

Here we have assurned without loss of gene~ility [hat 
r . . .  I," 

This tight arrival curve for fhe grouping of n GS flows is equiv- 
alent to the concatcnation of (n+l)  token buckets (the cascaded 
TSpec), i e .  (with o as concatenation Operator for token buck- 
ets) 

If we apply thc known results from network calculus [Boul)R] 
on this tight anival curve, asauming the GS service curve. we 
obtain the delay bound 

If R >  P, (i.e. there is no such k), then ri" + D  
I =  I 

t ?  (19) 

In contrast, the delay bound for ttie summed TSpec of n flows 
is: 



d„=SOms. The TSpecs of the flows are as given in the follow- 
ing table: 

It can he easily shown that, for a given rate R. d„„ is always 
greater than oi  equal to d „  [SchYX], since the summed TSpec 
"contains" the cascaded TSpec. 

Let us now look ar the fonnulas for the service rate when 
given a cerrain delay. For the summed TSpec we obtain: 
(where M=n~ox(M„ ..., M,,) again) 

wheieas for the cascaded TSpec we obtain for some 
k t / I  ,..., n): (22) 

For the sake of completeness, we also give the bufter require- 
ments for both ainval curves in Appendix A. 

With these fonnulas it is now possible to compare the dif- 
ferent iesource allocation schemes for the isolated tlows and 
for the group of flows characierized by either the summed or 
cascaded TSpec. Since the fonnulas are however not wry intu- 
itive, we Want to illustrate the effects of flow grouping on delay, 
rate and buffer iequirements by prestnting some numerical 
examples. 

3.3 Numerical Examples of the Grouping Gains 

We wani to contrast the different resource allocations with 
regad to rate and buRer for the isolated flows (RIso,BISo) 
agninst the grouped 80w with either summed TSpec (RSuM, 
BSuM) or cascaded TSpec (RCAS, Bcas). We assunle an aggre- 
gation region of 5 hops with MTU=YIBA bgres, and c=I55Mb/s 
("'ATM hops"). Furthennore, it is assumed that 10 flows are to 
be grouped together, with all of them having a delay bound 

Let us first assume that we Want to group 10 flows with TSpee# 
1. Then we obtain: 

629868 13410 

195769 9788 

So we can see that the gains from sharing the crror tenns can be 
substantial. Since we have a case of delay- and TSpec-homoge- 
neous fiows, the summed and the cascaded TSpec achieve the 
same values hecause for that case they are aetually the same 
arrival curves. Now we relax the assumption of TSpec-homo- 
geneous nows and group all the different flows from the table 
above. We obtain 

615311 60209 M' 
419884 41988 

In conclusion, what we gain from grouping flows is the sharing 
of error tenns, so we know that for delay- and TSpec-homoge- 
neous flows grouping always leads to a gain. For TSpec-hetero- 
geneous flows however there is also a negative contribution of 
grouping due to overestimating the arrival curve when adhering 
to the summed TSpec characterization for the grouprd flow, an 
eftect that depends upon how heterogeneous the isolaied flows 
renlly are (heterogeneity here is mainly captured by [wo char- 
acteristics of bursts, length (b-M)/(p-r)  and intensity p/r). This 
eftect can "mask" the positive effect of sharing the error terms 
as shown in  lhe last exampie. To avoid rhis negative effect, the 
exact arrival curve of the grouped flows. the cascaded TSpec. 
can be used for the calculations of rate and buffer and thus we 
have again only the positive effect. The downside of this is that 
the traffic specification is often used for purposes like reshap- 
ing or policing, and with many heterogeneous flows being 
grouped together this can lead to a very complicated arrival 
curve which, while it theoretically does not violate the worst- 
case delay bound, is complicated to handle and might in reality 
add some delay after all. So, we address this issue in the next 
section. 



3.4 PolicingIShaping the Grouped Flow 

Once the scrvice rate is calculated fioni (22). i t  is possible to 
achieve the desired delay hound with a much siniplcr arrival 
curve. It can be shown [Sch981 that the following amval curve 
is sufficient for achieving the Same delay bound for a given R 
as the tight arrival curve: 

or, as token hucket concatenation: 

That means a(t) can also be descrihed aa 

Hence, we can reduce policingishaping complexity dramati- 
cally without compromising resource allocation efficiency. The 
idea is, not to take the complete piecewise linear mival curve 
of the cascaded TSpec, but only those two adjacent Segments at 
which angular point (xk) the delay bound is actually taken on. 
This can be done after the service rate 1s calciilaied from the 
cascaded TSpcc and it is thus known that those iwo segmenis 
are "responsible" for the delay bound. 

While ihe delay bound remains the same as for the cas- 
caded TSpec, the buffer requirements depend on whether 
V<=xx+l or V>xk+l. For the first case they arc the same, 
while in the second case the buffer requiieinents of n(t) are 
higher If the buffer iequirements shall also be kept equal ioi  
the latter case this "cosrs" another tokcn bucket for the linear 
Segment of the cascaded TSpec for which applies that XI+,, < 
V< xn+,,-,, where h E {I, ..., n-k). or more fiirmally: 

or, as token buchet concatenation: 

While being a little bit more work on policinglshaping, this tri- 
ple token bucket offers the same delay bound d huffer 
requirements at a given seivice rate as the exact arrival curve, 
the cascaded TSpec, which is composed of 11+l token buckets. 

4 Application of Grouping to Aggregation , 

After having established some results on the problem of group- 
ing flows, we now apply ihcse results to the more general prob- , 

lem of üggregating flows. We fiist present a conceptual model 
of how aggregaiion could be achieved and give some numcrical 
examples on how tliat scheme woiild pcrform. Afterwards we 
iake a short look at the application of the model to emerging 
network technology supporting QoS. 

4.1 Conceptual Model 

Wc view the conceptual model for aggregation as a two-level 
resource allocaiion sysiem, corresponding to inside and outside 
the aggregation region (AR). Outside the AR resource alloca- 
tions are done for individual flows, while inside the AR it is 
done for aggregated flows Flows that shall be aggregated musi 
share ihe Same path over the AR, hut can follow different 
routes outside the AR. 

When we want to apply the results for grouping to that gen- 
eral model of apgregation we face three probleins: 

1. A fixed delay «ver the AR is required, i.e. a portion of the 
end-to-end queuing delay hound of eacli flow must be 
devoted to the AR. 

2. There are possibly distorted (with respect to their TSpec), 
i.e. non-conforming, incominp flows at the ingress 10 the 
AR. These could occupy the shared bufier of their group 
and destioy the guarantees on rate, delay and lossless ser- 
vice foi other flows i ~ f  that group. 

3. A possible distortion of the grouped flow might lead to 
overflows in the routers behind the egress i ~ f  the AR. 

Our approach to the first problem is the partjtioning of thc 
delay into two parts. delay inside and outside the AR. The 
question however is how to assign hcse two parts of the overall 
delay. While it is not possible to determine exactly the partial 
delay dp of a flow which is available for the subpath over the 
AR, we have the following relationship: 

M+ --+D,; C..," ,,,, c d , , ~ ' ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ; ~ ) + - - + D  M + C.,,,,, 
R R ,",,, (24) 

where C„„ and D„„ are the accumulated error terms of the 
subpath ovei- the AR. The lower bound conesponds to the pes- 
simistic assun~ption that packets "pay their burst" outside the 
AR, while the upper bound represents the case where a burst is 
paid inside the AR. Due to the worst-case nature of the guaran- 
tees given by GS we must however assume the lower bound as 
the available partial delay. Thc partial delay may thus hecome 
very small if the enor tcnns are comparably srnall to the first 
term ("the burst term") of the upper bound. This would lead to 
a relatively high allocation of resources in the AR. A protocol 
mechanism to circumvent this is to advertise a high D enoi- 
terms for the AR. From the perspective outside the AR, the AR 
could thus be regarded as a fixed delay element on the path 
from rhe sender to the receiver. The drawback o i  this approach 
is that the rourers outside the AR would need to reserve more 
resoui-ces than in the case of non-aggregated flows. There is 
obviously a tradc-off between saving resources inside the AR 
by advertising a higher D and allocating more resources out- 
sidc the AR. This trade-ofl' should probably be weighted hy 
how scarce the resources inside and outside the AR i-eally are. 



Alternatively to increasing D. the slack term could be used 
by the AR tu increase its "delay hudget". This would however 
require the receiver to be aware of his resouice requests being 
possibly aggregated. 

The solutiun to the second prohlem ir to reshape the indi\,idual 
fiows to their original TSpec ar rhe ingress to the AR. While 
rhis may increase the avcrage delay of the packets of a GS fiow, 
it has heen shown that the delay hound is not violated hy 
reshaping [Bou98]. 

The third problcm can be solved by reshaping the aggregate 
against the cascaded TSprc of the grouped flows. Alternatively, 
the reshaping at the egress could he executed on the individual 
fiows. This would however be more costly since for a g o u p  of 
rr flows 2*rr token huckets have to he passed, whereas for ihe 
firrt alternative it is only ri+l token huckets. Note [hat the 
reshaping cannot be done using the simpliiied arrival curves 
introduced in Section 3.4. These are only for use inside the AR. 

Under these prerequisites it is now possible to utilize the for- 
mulas derived for the grouping of tlows for resource allocation 
inside the AR. To illustrate how the aggregation model com- 
pares to the model of rrsourcr allocation for individual fiows 
we give somr numerical examples in the next section. 

4.2 Numerical Examples 

For rhe AR let us assume the sanir setting as in Section 3.3, i.e. 
we use the same 10 Nows as speciiied there and 5 "ATM hops" 
inside the AR. For outside the AR we assume 2 hops in front 
and 2 hops hehind the AR. all of them with MTU=1500byres 
and c=IOOMh/s ("Fast Ethernet hops"). Furthermore. we 
assumr that all fiows have the Same requirrments for the end- 
to-end delay bound d,,,,=lOOms. 

In Figure 2, the accumulated rate, i.e. the rate over all hops 
and all fiows is depicted, in relation to the delay inside the AR 
(note [hat thc delay outside the AR=l00-dclay inside AR), 1.e. 
depending on the delay partition. The dotted line represents the 
accumulated rate for the segregated system. 
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Figrrre 2: Segregated flows vs. Aggregated Flow 

Here we can see that aggregation can he heneficial in terms of 
resource usage if the delay partitiuning is done carefully. The 
exact values for the accumulated rate and buffer consumption 
of the segregated and the apgregated system can br found in 
Appendix B. From those it can be seen [hat a delay bound of40 
ms inside the AR is optimal with respect to the accumulated 
rate, it gives a reduction of -13.74% with respect to thc accu- 

mulated rate while for the aceumulated huffer it is less than half 
(-46.67%) what is required for the segregated system (with 
respect to the accumulated buffer rhis delay paitition is not 
optimal. however the buffer variations hetween diftzrent delay 
partitions arr not very significant). Even if the simple approach 
of using the lower hound of the delay insidr the AR (in our set- 
ting this is 22.949 ms) is taken (from (24)). maybe because it 
might be considered too time-consuming to search for the opti- 
mal drlay paitition or because not all the relevant information 
is availahle, a significantly better accumulatrd rate and buffer 
can he achieved than for the segregated system (-9.81% for thr 
accumulatrd rate and -53.78% for the accumulated huffer). 

4.3 Application To Emerging Technology 

While we have assumed RSVPnntServ as the technology being 
used outside the AR. we could in principle utilize the results 
for any of the following technologies inside the AR: 

ATM, 
Differentiated Services, 
RSVPnntServ (Hierarchical RSVPnntServ). or 
any connection-orienied technology that gives rate guaran- 
tees. 

There are many issues to he dealt with when using aggregated 
RSVP-hased requests over one of these techn«logies. These 
dynamic aspects of the aggregation are however not the focus 
«f this paper and we refer to other work in this area (for hierar- 
chical RSVPlIntServ see [GBH97]. [BV98], [TKWZ99], for 
DiffServ see [BYF '~~] ,  for ATM see [SDMT97]). However, 
one of these issues, the "marking" of exccss packets at the 
ingress into the AR. is related to the staric aspects of aggrega- 
iion we looked at in this paper. This marking is required in 
order to not destroy the flow isolation stipulated by the GS 
specification. So, if the AR is a(n) 

DiffSrrv cloud then the DS hyte could he used, e . g  by mark- 
ing conformant traffic with the EF PHB and excess traffic 
with the DE PHB, furrhermore the simplified arrival curves 
of Section 3.4 could be used as aprofile. 
ATM cloud then a separate VC for the conformant part of the 
aggregaied fiow should he used, while the hest-effort VC 
(seiup by e.g. Classical 1P over ATM) could be used for 
excess traffic. 
Aggrc~ated IntServ cloud thrre is a problem, since no mark- 
ing mechanism is provided; while the individual flows could 
be policed strictly at their entrance to the AR and be forced 
to conform, ihis would disobey the GS specification's recom- 
niendation of sending excess traffic as hest-effort. 

5 Related Work 
The use of piecewise linear functions as traffic envelopes has 
been suggested before, e.g. in [KWLZ95], to give a hetier utili- 
zation of network resources for bursty sources like compressed 
video than the use of simple token buckets. While in these 
cases empirical evidence showed the utility of piecewise linear 
arrival curves with multiple segments. we looked at the case of 
a group of regulated fiows were the gain can be shown analyti- 
cally. 



'Therc is also sonie work on the generic problem of multi- 
plcxing regulated traffic onto shnred resources (see e g .  
[EMW95], [LZTK97], [GBTZ97]). However, all of these do 
not treat ihe case of delay-constrained flows and are thus not 
directly applicable to GS flows. 

The problem uf resource ailocation for the grouping »f GS 
flows has also been addressed hy [RG971. The discussion there 
is however restricted t» ihe case of the siniple ioken buekct 
model and homogeneous flows. We go one step further with 
our analysis for the model »f TSpec-characterized flows and 
the inclusion of TSprc-heterogeneous flows. Furthermore, we 
do not restrict to grouping hut also discuss how aggregation can 
be achieved (in ierms of our terminology). 

6 Conclusion and Future Work 
Wr believe that aggrrgation of stateful application flows inside 
the network is a necessary mechanism to retain scalability for 
large networks as, e.g., the Internet. We have looked at the 
static aspects of aggregation, i.e. which flows to aggregate and 
how much resources to allocate for Ihr aggregated flow, for the 
specitic case of IntServ's GS class. We have shown how i t  is 
possible to ensure the strong per-flow guarantees given by GS 
despite aggregation in the core of the network. Furthermore, 
we found out that aggregaiion can uffer interesting resource 
trade-offs hetween the AR and the non-AR part of the network 
if flow grouping and resource allocation is done carefully. We 
havc given an example where the aggregated system even per- 
formed superior to the segregated system, whereas intuitively 
one mighi have thought thai aggregation would only come at a 
price of more resources being required. Though an example is 
not a proof, it is at least a hint that aggregation couId offer more 
efficient network rrsource usage, a further argumeni for aggre- 
gation hesides its main attraction of reducing state in the core 
of a large network. 

For future work there is certainly the necessity of a more 
formal investigation under which circumstances aggregation 
otfers more efficient resource usage in comparison tu the srgre- 
gated system. We derived the necessary formulas. hut a detailcd 
analysis of the Parameter space of possible topologies, different 
flow mixes, different scheduling disciplines reniains to be 
done. In addition, it has to be noied that aggregation is a 
dynamic prohleni, i.e. in general there are some already estab- 
lishrd groups of flows, so if ncw ones arrive, they must be 
assigned to these groups or groups must be reorganized. The 
derived formulas could be good 1001s to aid such decisions. hut 
how exactly is for further study. 
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Appendix A - Buffer for Summed and Cas- 
caded TSpec 
For the butler of the srrninied TSpec we obtain: 

case 3: R )  X ,J, 

, _ I  

For the buffer of the cuscaded TSpec we obtain (k E [ I ,  ..., n]): 
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